TOP 10 FEATURES

C21 - Data Room DC4

C21 DATA CENTER
STRATEGIC LOCATION

TIER IV COMPLIANT (UPTIME INSTITUTE)

Caldera Park, in Milan, the heart of the Italian

Not only can each component of C21 infrastructure

network and the main Italian Internet Exchange,

be isolated, maintained, repaired or replaced com-

the MIX, present in our Meet-Me-Room and con-

pletely without any impact on customers, but can

nected with hundreds of fibers available to our cu-

also allow for any maintenance without interrup-

stomers.

ting service.

HIGH POWER DENSITY - 6 kW IT PER CABINET

DUAL POWER FEEDS

C21 uses a highly efficient direct expansion coo-

The design of C21 energy plants involves two re-

ling system that can withstand high power density

dundant Medium Voltage substations capable of

of up to 6kW per rack. C21 is designed to support

delivering up to 3.2 MW each, and connected to

standard or High Performance Computing (HPC)

the national grid through differentiated paths.

deployments.

COLD AISLE CONTAINMENT

CARRIER AND CLOUD NEUTRAL

The layout of the data rooms provides for the con-

C21 was born as a carrier and cloud neutral making

tainment of the cold corridor which guarantees an

it suitable for companies who intend to entrust us

annualized PUE equal to 1.50. C21 standard racks

with their systems while maintaining the autonomy

are larger than those available at other campus si-

to decide their network partner.

tes, reaching the size of 800x1100x48, expandable
up to 1200.
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HYPER-CONNECTED COLOCATION SERVICE

A POWERFUL CLOUD ECOSYSTEM

C21 has a proprietary fiber optic ring able to reach

Connect your colocated equipment with public

any other service located on campus.

cloud providers through our Meet-Me-Room

The two Meet-Me-Rooms A and B are connected to

service that can deploy redundant connections.

the campus ring with two independent accesses.

24/7 SURVEILLANCE

FIVE LEVELS OF SECURITY

C21 offers you the peace of mind of having your

There are five checkpoints that must be passed

systems in a Data Center assisted by qualified te-

before a data-containing system can be touched.

chnicians and security personnel who monitor your

Five security levels to protect mission critical

systems 24/7.

operations.

Our staff is trained to provide proactive service.
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